
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a senior programmer /
developer. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior programmer / developer

Participate in SCRUM ceremonies following Agile methodologies for the
project
Monitor web application performance (applications on all corporate websites)
Demonstrable experience architecting and deploying applications to cloud
platforms, the ability to effectively integrate disparate services as needed,
and decide when to implement IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS components
As a mentor to junior developers, the senior software developer should have
a solid understanding of the software development cycle, from architecture
to testing
Write secure, reliable, scalable, and maintainable code, and then effectively
debug it, test it and support it live
Involved in the review of code from junior level and offshore programmers
Develops high-level architecture design documents to facilitate integration of
in-house development project and/or vendor based application within the
existing enterprise architecture
Design and Develops integration workflows using an ESB framework
Work with the technical leads and Application Development teams in
controlling and ensuring streamlined integration between applications
Interface directly with internal teams, to address and manage client requests
and communicate status – in person, via phone and/or email

Qualifications for senior programmer / developer

Example of Senior Programmer / Developer Job
Description
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Proficient in Web Development tools, technologies and models such as
Eclipse, Spring MVC, Spring Security, JSP, Tiles, JDBC, JavaScript, JQuery,
Maven/Ant, Java Web Services, SVN/CVS
Minimum 8+ years of experience of managing project technically for products
using WPF, MVVM, PRISM and C#.Net
Bachelor’s degree in engineering, computer science, information systems, or
a related field from an accredited college or university
Deep understanding of Synchronous / Asynchronous communication patterns
and Problem solving abilities w.r.t
Develop and maintain accurate and complete files for projects and programs
5+ years of Linux-centric C++ development experience (Windows / VC++ /
.NET development is not considered relevant)


